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Lending themselves to racing, the cars were light, affordable, easily modifiable and combined a
five-speed manual transmission, optional limited slip differential , MacPherson strut front
suspension, high revving rpm , twin-cam engine with oil cooler e. Widely popular for Showroom
Stock , Group A , and Group N , Rally and Club racing, the cars' inherent qualities also earned
the AE86 an early and enduring international prominence in the motorsport discipline of
drifting. The AE86 was featured centrally in the popular, long-running Japanese manga and
anime series titled Initial D â€” â€” as the main character's drift and tofu delivery car. The
nameplate Trueno derives from the Spanish word for thunder , [13] and Levin derives from the
Middle English for lightning. In Toyota's code language, the "A" designates the car's engine 4A
series , "E" designates Corolla, "8" designates fifth generation E80 series and "6" designates
the variant within this generation. The AE86 used ventilated disc brakes. The car was equipped
with a MacPherson strut style independent suspension at the front and a four-link live axle with
coil springs for the rear as well as stabilizer bars , front and rear. Higher-spec AE86 models
known as the Sport GT-S featured the DOHC 4A-GE, 4 wheel disc brakes, color matched
bumpers, front lower bumper surround had a much more sporty and pronounced lip, door
panels were moulded, tachometer redline is around 7,, wrapped steering wheel, seats had
leather wrapped tops front seats are completely different from Sport SR5 , optional LSD, and
aluminium wheels, chassis code in the VIN is AE88 for North American market cars. The SR5
model also had a softer suspension, and small styling and interior changes such as seats,
gauge cluster, door panels, un-painted front and rear bumpers, and the lower part of the front
bumper surround is shorter and flat, and its chassis code in the vin differs as well being AE86
for the SR5 model for North American market cars. Models equipped with the 4A-GE engine
received a 6. One of the staff who was behind the car's engineering work was Nobuaki
Katayama , who would later head the company's motorsport department and who would
become chief engineer of the Altezza project a decade later. The export model name Corolla
applies to both variations. Both versions were sold with Trueno pop-up headlights and Levin
taillights. Australian models were sold as the Toyota Sprinter, also with fixed Levin headlights
and Trueno taillights. While in production, the AE86 was a popular choice for showroom stock,
Group A , and Group N racing, especially in rallying and circuit races. After production ended,
many private teams continued to race the AE86, and it remains a popular choice for rallying and
club races today. Part of the continued appeal of the AE86 for motorsports is its rear-drive
configuration, not available in most newer lightweight coupes. In Group A touring car races , the
car either dominated the lower category where eligible or fought it out with Honda Civics or the
later AE92s and AEs whilst maintaining its competitiveness. In Ireland, where rallying is
considered one of the most popular forms of motorsport, as organizing regulations are more
relaxed compared to that of other countries, the AE86 was popular when new, and remains so
popular that teams will purchase cars from the UK due to local shortages. The AE86 is also
popular for rally use in Finland, where the cars can be competitive in the F-Cup competition for
naturally aspirated 2WD cars. Despite being popular with the racefans, the car had minor
success and was abandoned from use halfway through the season in favor of a newly delivered
MR-S. Keiichi Tsuchiya helped popularize the sport of drifting , which involves taking a car on a
set of controlled slides through corners. AE86s around the world have been extensively
modified for use in professional drifting. Later on in the series, an imposter Takumi drives his
own AE86 Trueno â€” although it is a Kouki late model instead of a Zenki early model.
Throughout the series, two of Takumi's opponents would drive AE86s, the first being Wataru
Akiyama, who drives a turbocharged later converted to supercharged AE86 Corolla Levin and
Shinji Inui, who drives the Notchback coupe version of the AE86 Trueno in the series' finale. A
few seconds later a white Corolla Levin is seen parked. The popularity of Initial D is cited as the
main cause of the car's high resale price, which is often referred to as "Takumi tax" or "Tofu
tax", after the main character and his tofu delivery occupation. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Variety of AE86s at Hachiroku. This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
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E70 [3] [4]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota AE Yaris Sedan. Tercel 4WD
Wagon. Yaris Liftback. Corolla FX. Camry Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Sports car. Celica
Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles exclusive to Canada. They were the last Corollas to offer
rear-wheel drive. In classic Toyota code, the " A " represents the engine that came in the car 4A
series , " E " represents the Corolla, " 8 " represents the fifth generation E80 series and " 6 "
represents the variation within this generation. The Corolla Levin AE86 was the fourth car of its
name. The Levin features fixed rectangular headlights. He used this Levin to defeat Takumi
Fujiwara, but failed when the latter overtook him. Later, Wataru would later equip his Levin with
a supercharged engine in an attempt to defeat Keisuke Takahashi but failed once more when his
Levin slipped in the rain. The Toyota Sprinter line of cars is a variant of the Toyota Corolla line,
and aimed to be sportier than the Corolla line. The name Trueno comes from the Spanish word
for thunder. The Trueno featured retractable "pop up" headlights. Two types of Trueno are
shown in Initial D: the 3door hatchback and the 2door coupe. The Sprinter Trueno is a series
staple car, made iconic through its use by Takumi Fujiwara. Takumi has used this car as his
primary mode of transportation for racing and doing delivery runs. Shinji Inui would later use a
2 door variant of the car in Final Stage , which he uses in an attempt to beat Takumi. The Trueno
has appeared on a significant amount of merchandise and appears in every Initial D video game.
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Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. It is made using flat twill
carbon cloth and FRP cloth. Depending on the model, the mounting holes may shift due to
distortion of the body, so it may be necessary to make some holes. Also, unlike the genuine
product, it is cut out from the carbon panel, so there is no press fold on the edge, so there is a
slight floating feeling when installing it, but it is a level that I do not care much about. Please
refrain from those who seek perfection as it is made by hand. We accept PayPal only. Payment
is due within 3 days of the auction end. We will ship the item 5 business days after your
payment clears. I will provide the ePacket tracking number. Please note that any address not
registered in Paypal is not acceptable to ship. Shipping is available from Monday to Friday.
Weekends are not available because post office is closed. Return is not accepted for this item.
Shipping is only available to the address registered in Paypal. Import duties, taxes and charges
are not included in the item price or shipping charges. These charges are the buyer's
responsibility. These charges are normally collected by the delivering freight shipping company
or when you pick the item up - do not confuse them for additional shipping charges. Terms of
Sale. About Us. International Buyers - Please Note:. So no Levins were available in the Black
Limited edition! This is the official brochure from Fast forward 27 years and this is how some
examples by Carland AE86 look today:. A very good example of the Black Limited orange livery:
Notice that the pinstripe is higher than where the panda paint scheme ends. These rims are the
ones that are known as the snowflakes: They have been nicknamed snowflakes because the
design resembles a snowflake like shape. They were 5. One of the most beautiful elements of
the Black Limited is this golden grille logo. I once owned a scruffy one which I mounted on my
old AE86 but I rather would have liked a golden one like this one. The seats feature the Apex
livery embroided at the top. Back in digital clocks were hot and the AE86 featured one: The
clock used in the AE86 Black Limited is obviously amber instead of blue. The gearshift knob is
leather with orange print. The gauge cluster has orange print as well, but interestingly enough
Toyota decided to use the zenki gauge cluster instead of the kouki gauge cluster. Probably they
made that decision as the kouki cluster featured vertical white stripes, so replacing those with
vertical orange stripes would make it less readable. This is what it looks like at night: Even the
backlight is orange! Another interesting part of the interior is the Black Limited leather steering
wheel where the horncap has Twin Cam 16 printed on it in orange. And another interesting
detail of the steering wheel is the gold thread used for stitching the leather: Amazing Toyota
even went into the smallest details like this! The mid console is completely covered in orange
print: Cigarette lighter, AC panel and also the factory radio which normally has green print! Last
but not least, someone in Puerto Rico created a Black Limited replica: Now you may frown upon
replicas and think it is not the real deal. Well this guy went a long way to make it as close as
possible: almost all parts are the original Black Limited parts! I got a trueno ae 86 with a
caburator engine. However I do think it would be easier to swap an entire engine with all
ancillaries. I owned that steering wheel once. The regular AE86 twinc cam steering wheel has

the letters in white. Yes I have the same steering wheel in my Carina from the AE82, and as I
mentioned in the post the Black Limited has orange writing on it. Iv been doing some searching
banpai, have you ever come across a TT series corona in black limited? Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. AE86 Trivia. AE86 Trivia , black limited ae86 , sprinter trueno , toyota sprinter , trueno
ae Unfortunately no, never came across mentioning of a Corona Black Limited. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read
More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. It was back in
January when Toyota unveiled the AE86 Black Limited as a last hurrah for the affordable sports
car many of us fell in love with by watching Initial D. Based on the range-topping GT-Apex trim,
the special edition was offered exclusively in a three-door hatchback layout with a black exterior
and gold wheels complemented by a pinstripe finished in the same shade. However, the car flew
under the radar mostly because the rally-derived GR Yaris got all the attention at the show in
Japan, but the concept has now evolved into a production model. Much like the Black Edition
from days gone by, the new limited-run Toyota 86 lives up to its moniker by being offered
exclusively in black. It has inch bronze wheels with ventilated Brembo brakes, a trunk lid spoiler
for added downforce, along with SACHS shock absorbers to improve ride comfort and stability.
Shown here with a dealer-installed navigation system, the interior complements the body finish
with a predominantly black look with subtle bronze accents for the Black Limited logo on the
dashboard. The perforated front seats come wrapped in a combination of leather and Alcantara,
while a suede-like artificial leather has been applied onto the dashboard. Even more exclusive
than its source of inspiration that was limited to cars, the Toyota 86 Black Edition will be capped
at only 86 cars, with production split evenly between manual and automatic models. A
second-generation 86 has been confirmed as another Toyota-Subaru joint effort, and an insider
recently told us it will debut in July for the MY in the United States. Source: Toyota. Home
Toyota 86 News Special Editions. Mar 12, at am ET. By : Adrian Padeanu. Gallery: Toyota 86
Black Limited. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory. Search for: New
Cars. Used Cars. Special Editions Official. Toyota Sign In or Sign Up. Thanks for looking!
Looking for a clean well build unabused chassis? I have a clean real gts hachiroku for sale.
Long extensive mod list. NO trades. Car is located in tacoma, WAtext me at twofivethreefull This
car runs amazingly well and has a super clean exterior. This car is purpose built for autocross
or drifting. I personally have only autocrossed this car. I have done many mods and upkeep,
plus I am selling my rare ae86 hatchback for the right price. Here is your chance to own an
amazing drift machine It has a 20v silvertop ae straight from japan Kaaz DAT 2 way Ive rebuilt
the top end and carb as well as replaced the filter, spark plugs, fluids, etc.. Has very loud knock
most likely a bent rod but i have fairly new rods, pistons and rings, just This included new water
and oil pumps, new Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Ae86 - Used Cars.
Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Bradenton, FL. Make
offer. Cincinnati, OH. Moses Lake, WA. Location: Moses Lake, WA 0. Las Vegas, NM. Location:
Las Vegas, NM 0. Tulsa, OK. Location: Tulsa, OK 0. Honolulu, HI. Location: Honolulu, HI 0.
Greenville, AL. Location: Greenville, AL 0. Other Models. Toyota manufactured the compact
sports car from to If you are looking for a Toyota Sprinter Trueno AE86 for sale , read the overall
review to see what you are going to get. Does the iconic car live up to the expectation of
modern drivers? Professional racing driver Keiichi Tsuchiya aka the Drift King popularized the
car by using it for frequent drifting in racing competitions. A few years later, the enormously
successful Initial D - a Japanese comic book series - skyrocketed its popularity. But, is it worth
to look for a Toyota AE86 for sale? Does the car can still match its iconic status? The company
manufactured and marketed the model from to in coupe and hatchback versions. They belong
to the 5th generation Corolla range - one of the all-time best-selling cars in the world. The cars

were affordable, lightweight, and versatile to accommodate numerous modifications - quite
suitable as a racing car. It looks like a generic Japanese car from the s. The rear-wheel drive has
retractable headlights unlike its sibling Levin that has fixed headlights. Toyota brought minor
cosmetic changes in , which resulted in slightly different-looking corner lights, headlight trim
lights, front and rear bumpers, tail lights, and grilles. Before shopping for a Toyota AE86 for
sale , you should know that it is a small car that weighs only kg compare to the subcompact
Toyota Yaris that weighs 10kg more. The small size and boxy dimensions mean the interior has
limited space. The back seats are mostly for decoration. There is very limited legroom in the
passenger cabin for the adults to sit there. The front seats can accommodate grown-ups but
forget about them if you are overgrown. Keep the dimensions in mind if you have planned to
buy a used Toyota AE The 1. First of all, it is the famous Twincam 4a-ge engine, which was still
in its infancy period. But, it soon became popular due to its time refinement and revving
capacity. The new technology convinced so many people that it became the base platform for
many kit cars. Its performance is more vigorous than the specs. The lightweight structure
actually helps in this regard. The car weighs less than a tonne and it helps the engine to go up
to 7, rpm. The car still provides a reliable performance. Source: Super Street Magazine. Once
the engine achieves the right RPM, the transmission kicks in and the steering works without
power assistance. Driving the car is fun due to its decent engine power, long brake pedal, and
responsive throttle. You will definitely enjoy how all the major controls and systems work
together. However, turning around the corners is not a pleasant experience with this car. As it
has a rear-wheel drivetrain, the rear spinning wheel makes it awkward during quick exits and
around sharp corners. Overall, buying a Toyota AE86 Trueno for sale is likely to be a good deal
for those who like to drift. The simple mechanism and the classic RWD balance make its a
dream for the drifters. Also, it provides a good opportunity to learn driving a rear-wheel drive.
Does buying a second hand Toyota AE86 affect the reliability factor? Well, Toyota is known for
manufacturing reliable, safe, and user-friendly automobiles. The AE86 is not an exception. You
can drive the car up to , km with regular maintenance and servicing. The engine mechanism is
simple and you can replace the parts that are out of date. The overall construction is typical
Toyota quality so nothing to be worried about. When you are looking for an AE86 Trueno for
sale , chances of scoring one with all the original parts intact are less. There will certainly be
some mods and upgrades. Just make sure that the engine is running and you will still have
enough mileage. It is not impossible to find a cheap used Toyota AE Plenty of dealers that sell
secondhand automobiles have a few units of this classic model left in their stock. It is hard to
get an AE86 without some modifications. Source: Wallpaperup. Remember that AE86 is a tuning
car. Finding a non-modified model is difficult and costs higher. You can modify the AE86 by
yourself. There are plenty of aftermarket parts and gadgets for this purpose. Remember that it is
necessary to upgrade the rear suspension to make any modification in the suspension. It will be
better to consult an experienced mechanic before finalizing the list of upgrades. Active filter.
Toyota Sprinter Trueno Clear All. Filter by Make. Year - Month. Select port for CIF. Engine cc.
Other Filters. Featured Links. Show 15 cars 24 cars 48 cars 96 cars. Select Port for Total price
Inquire. Source: Super Street Magazine Once the engine achieves the right RPM, the
transmission kicks in and the steering works without power assistance. Reliability Does buying
a second hand Toyota AE86 affect the reliability factor? Source: Wallpaperup Remember that
AE86 is a tuning car. Show More. Solid Pinion Spacer Kits. These kits have been used in FD pro
level as well as the grass root level with great success. The axle shafts are 28mm dia. The same
axle can now be used in both LSD and spool versions. Designed to handle the added power of a
super charger or turbo, these axles are 28mm dia. The axle shafts are forged from chromoly
steel CNC machined then induction hardened to our specs. Drilled for both 4x The axles come
with new Koyo bearings, new axle retainers, wheel studs and axle seals. The spool will need to
be installed into your third member, then simply replace your O. Keep in mind the spool version
is designed for serious competition use only and is not intended for daily drivers! For daily
drivers or road race see the LSD version below. Drilled for both 4 x The axle kit includes new
Koyo bearings, new axle retainers,wheel studs and axle seals plus our chromoly side gear kit to
fit Kaaz or Tomei LSD units. Install the LSD into your third member, then simply replace
bonneville gtp
genius repair
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your O. LSD unit for use with these axles! We can also supply this kit including the Kaaz LSD
unit at an additional charge. Toyota Celica Supra Weir Performance Drop forged steel
replacement axle shafts for the 7. Drilled for the standard 4 x You will not find these anywhere
else! Bare fits right or left. Complete rear ends 7. Assembled minus calipers and rotors.

Optional LSD units available: Kaaz 2way and tru trac. Coming soon! We also offer
comprehensive differential rebuilds. All of our rebuilds get new bearings, seals, pinion nut, solid
spacer, and any other parts we find need replacing. Our rebuild procedures are second to none.
In fact we have found many factory flaws with Toyota differential cases and have developed our
own tooling to correct misaligned bearing bores and out of true companion flanges. This type of
service you will not find at your typical rear end shop. We have a full machine shop in house to
make repairs most shops could only wish to provide to their customers.

